In an orthogonal projection of a convex polyhedron P the visibility ratio of a face f (similarly of an edge e) is the ratio of orthogonally projected area of f (length of e) and its actual area (length). In this paper we give algorithms for nice projections of P such that the minimum visibility ratio over all visible faces (over all visible edges) is maximized.
Introduction
Polyhedra are 3D solid objects. When we view a polyhedron from a view point, our eyes or camera computes its 2D projection, which can be either orthogonal or perspective based on whether the view point is at infinity or not respectively. Projections are important properties of polyhedra and other 3D objects due to its potential application in the field of computer graphics [10] , object reconstruction [4, 5] , machine vision [1], computational geometry [9, 8] , and three dimensional graph drawing [7] .
Given a polyhedron or other 3D objects such as a set of line segments, it is a well studied problem to compute its "nice" projections based on different criteria for "niceness". McKenna and Seidl [11] studied this problem for convex polyhedra. They presented O(n 2 )-time algorithms for computing orthogonal projections of a convex polyhedron where the projected area is maximum and minimum. In a similar problem, when a convex polyhedron is orthogonally projected in an arbitrary lower dimension Burger and Gritzmann [6] proved that finding the minimum and maximum volume of the polyhedron is NP-hard, and they gave several approximations algorithms.
Bose et al.
[3] studied this problem for line segments in 3D. In their algorithms the criteria for niceness includes minimum crossings among line segments, minimum overlapping among line segments and vertices, and monotonicity of polygonal chains. Eades et al. [7] also studied this problem with similar criteria from the view point of three dimensional graph drawing. Recently Biedl et al. [2] have studied the problem of computing projections of convex polyhedra such that the silhouette (i.e., the projection boundary) meets certain criteria. They have given several algorithms where a given set of vertices, edges and/or faces appear on the silhouette.
While finding the projections of a polyhedron, it is usually assumed that the degenerate projections are avoided, where a degenerate projection means the view point is coplanar with one or more faces. In the above-mentioned algorithms for computing nice projections of convex polyhedra the degenerate projections are avoided. But in those algorithms it may be possible that the resulting nice projection is almost degenerate. For example, consider the maximum area projection of a convex polyhedron of Figure 1(a) . In this projection the big face is visible almost to its full area but the adjacent tiny faces are almost lost. In other words, for some visible faces the visibility ratio, which is the ratio of projected area and actual area, is very small. Similar situation may happen for some edges too. But in some applications such as visual inspection for quality control of manufacturing 3D objects (like toys), a natural expectation is to find a projection where each visible face or edge is viewed in reasonable "amount" so that they can be inspected comfortably for any anomaly (like air pockets).
The Problem
In this paper, we give algorithms for finding nice orthogonal projections of a convex polyhedron such that in a particular "view" each of the visible faces and edges is viewed as much as possible. More formally, we give algorithms to find orthogonal projections such that within a particular view the minimum visibility ratio over all visible faces (similarly over all visible edges) is maximized. For example, for the polyhedron of Figure 1 (a), our algorithm would prefer a projection like that in Figure 1 (b) as a nice projection of faces.
We give separate algorithms for faces and edges. Moreover, for edges we consider line segments in 3D and edges of a polyhedron. We consider convex polyhedra and orthogonal projections only. (So from now on by a polyhedron we mean it to be convex and by a projection we mean it to be an orthogonal projection.)
